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The following sections describe the steps that players carry out 
to resolve their turns and other special parts of the game.

Skill Checks
To resolve a skill check, carry out the following steps.

1. Read Card: Read the entire card or location out loud.

2. Play from Destiny Deck: Deal two cards from the Destiny 
deck facedown together, starting a common pile.

3. Play Skills: Starting with the player to the left of the cur-
rent player and proceeding clockwise, each player may 
contribute Skill Cards facedown from his hand to the 
common pile. Each human player not in the “Brig” can con-
tribute any number of cards. Each player in the “Brig” and 
each Cylon player can contribute a maximum of one card.

• If using the New Caprica Objective Card from Pega-
sus, each player in “Detention” can contribute a 
maximum of 2 cards.

• If using Pegasus or Daybreak, a Cylon Leader who 
is Infiltrating and not in the “Brig” can contribute a 
maximum of 2 cards.

4. Shuffle and Divide Cards: After each player has had one 
opportunity to contribute Skill Cards, shuffle the pile and 
deal the cards faceup into two piles. Deal all cards that 
match a skill type listed on the skill check into one pile, 
and all other cards into the other pile.

5. Resolve Skill Check Abilities: If not using expansions, skip 
to step 7, “Total Strength.” Otherwise, the current player 
resolves the printed ability on all cards with a Skill Check 
Ability icon, in the order of his choosing. Do not resolve the 
same Skill Check Ability more than once.

• If using Pegasus, resolve Reckless skill check abilities 
only if the skill check has been made Reckless.

• If using both Pegasus and Daybreak, after resolving 
all skill check abilities during a Reckless skill check, 
turn the top card of the Treachery deck faceup.

If this card’s strength is greater than “0,” discard 
it without resolving its skill check ability and do not 
include it when totaling strength.

If the card’s strength is “0,” turn the next card from the 
Treachery deck faceup as well. Resolve the abilities on 
both of these cards, even if one or both have already 
been resolved during this check. Then discard both 
cards. Do not include them when totaling strength.

6. Resolve Consequences: If using Exodus and at least one 
card with a Skill Check Ability icon was played into the 
check, resolve any “consequence” results.

7. Total Strength: Total the strength of all cards in each 
pile. Subtract the total of the non-matching pile from the 
total of the matching pile to determine a final strength.

8. Determine Result: If the final strength is equal to or 
greater than the skill check’s difficulty, resolve the “pass” 
result. If not, resolve the “fail” result.

If the final strength is less than the skill check’s difficulty, 
but equal to or greater than the number for a partial 
pass result, resolve the partial pass result instead.

9. Discard Skill Cards: Discard all Skill Cards contributed 
toward the skill check into the appropriate discard piles.

Jumping the Fleet
Carry out the steps below when the fleet jumps. When a player 
activates “FTL Control,” the current player rolls a die before 
jumping the fleet. If the result is 6 or lower, reduce population 
by the number indicated on the Jump Preparation track.

1. Remove Ships: Place all Cylon ships adjacent to the game 
board. Return vipers to the “Reserves,” move characters 
that were piloting a viper to the “Hangar Deck,” and shuffle 
civilian ships back into the pile of unused civilian ships.

• If using the Cylon Fleet option from Exodus, do not 
remove civilian ships from the game board. Move 
each Cylon ship in a space area to the corresponding 
Cylon space area on the Cylon Fleet game board.

• If using Daybreak, each player piloting an assault rap-
tor may choose to continue piloting in his current space 
area. For each unmanned assault raptor, the current 
player may choose to keep it in its current space area. 

2. Choose Destination: The Admiral draws two cards from 
the Destination deck, chooses one, and places the other 
on the bottom of the deck.

3. Follow Instructions: The Admiral places the chosen card 
faceup next to the Objective Card and follows any instruc-
tions on the Destination Card.

4. Objective Instructions: If the total distance traveled equals 
or exceeds a distance specified on the Objective Card for 
the first time, follow the instructions on the Objective Card.

5. Reset Jump Preparation Track: Move the fleet token to 
the start space of the Jump Preparation track.
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Human Player’s Turn
To resolve your turn as a human, carry out the following steps:

1. Receive Skills: Draw Skill Cards according to the skill set 
on your character sheet. If you are in “Sickbay,” draw only 
one Skill Card.

• If using a Cylon Leader from Pegasus or Daybreak, 
draw one additional Skill Card while Infiltrating and not 
in either “Sickbay” or the “Medical Center.”

• If using the New Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus 
and in the “Medical Center,” draw only one Skill Card.

• If using the Ionian Nebula option from Exodus and in 
the “Brig” or “Sickbay,” examine the trauma token on 
your location before drawing your Skill Cards.

If the token has a disaster symbol, reveal it, shuffle it 
back into the pool of trauma tokens, and place a new 
token from the trauma pool facedown on your location. 
Then, resolve the steps for executing your character.

If the token does not have a disaster symbol. Place it 
facedown in front of yourself. Then place a new token 
from the trauma pool facedown on your location.

2. Movement Step: Move to any location that is not hazard-
ous and is not a Cylon location. If you are piloting a viper, 
you may instead move to an adjacent space area.

To move to another ship, discard one Skill Card.

• If using Pegasus, you can use a Movement ability 
instead of moving, but cannot use Movement abilities 
on Treachery cards.

• During the New Caprica phase of a game using the 
New Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus, you can-
not move to Colonial One.

Until Galactica returns, you can move only to loca-
tions on New Caprica. Once Galactica returns, you 
are no longer restricted to those locations and treat 
New Caprica as another ship.

• If using the Ionian Nebula option from Exodus and 
one or more ally tokens are on your location at the 
end of your “Movement” step, choose one of them to 
encounter. Encounter an ally by following these steps:

A. Reveal the trauma token on his Ally Card. Resolve 
the result on the card that matches the symbol 
on the token. If the token has a disaster symbol, 
shuffle it back into the pool of unused trauma 
tokens and do not resolve a result.

B. Return the ally token and the Ally Card to the box. 
Draw a new Ally Card and place it adjacent to the 
Ally deck. Place its corresponding ally token on the 
location indicated on the card. If the location is un-
available or if the card represents a character who 
has been chosen, return the ally token and the Ally 
Card to the box and repeat this step. If there are 
no more Ally Cards, skip this step and step C.

C. Choose one of your own trauma tokens and place 
it facedown on the new Ally Card. If you have no 
trauma tokens, place one from the pool of unused 
trauma tokens facedown on the new Ally Card.

3. Action Step: Activate your location or a viper you are 
piloting. Or, you can use a card or character ability that 
costs an action instead.

• If using Pegasus, human players cannot use actions 
on Treachery cards.

4. Crisis Step: If you are not in the “Brig,” resolve the top 
card of the Crisis deck.

• During the New Caprica phase of a game using the 
New Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus, use the 
New Caprica Crisis deck instead of the Crisis deck.

• When using the Search for Home option from Day-
break, do not draw a Crisis Card during this step if 
the “Bridge” location was activated during this turn.

5. Activate Cylon Ships Step: Activate Cylon ships according 
to the icon at the bottom of the Crisis Card. If more than 
one Crisis Card was resolved during your turn, resolve each 
Cylon ship activation icon on the bottom of the Crisis Cards 
in the order that the cards were drawn.

• During the New Caprica phase of a game using the 
New Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus, do not 
resolve Cylon ship activation icons other than the “ac-
tivate occupation forces” icon until Galactica returns 
to orbit. Once Galactica returns, resolve all Cylon ship 
activation icons normally.

6. Prepare for Jump Step: If one or more Crisis Cards with 
the “prepare for jump” icon were resolved during this turn, 
advance the fleet marker one space on the track for each 
card with the icon. If the marker reaches the end of the 
track, resolve the steps for jumping the fleet.

• During the New Caprica phase of a game using the 
New Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus, ignore the 
prepare for jump icon after Galactica returns to orbit.

Ignore evacuation icons until Galactica returns to or-
bit. After Galactica returns, resolve an evacuation icon 
by choosing a space area with a viper launch icon and 
placing the civilian ship from the top of the Prepared 
Civilian Ships stack in that area. If more than one Cri-
sis Card with an evacuation icon was resolved during 
your turn, resolve the evacuation icon on each of the 
cards. If the stack is empty, ignore the evacuation icon.

• If using Daybreak and you have the “You Are the 
Mutineer” Loyalty Card, draw a Mutiny Card for each 
“prepare for jump” icon you resolve.
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Cylon Player Turn
To resolve your turn as a Cylon, carry out the following steps:

1. Draw Skills Step: Draw 2 Skill Cards of any type. Each 
Skill Card must come from a different skill type.

2. Movement Step: Move to any Cylon location.

• If using Pegasus or Daybreak, you cannot move to a 
hazardous location.

• If using Pegasus, you can use a Movement ability in-
stead of moving. You cannot use Movement abilities on 
Skill Cards except for “God’s Plan” Treachery Cards.

• During the New Caprica phase of a game using the New 
Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus, you can move 
only to locations on New Caprica until Galactica returns 
to orbit. Once it returns, you are no longer restricted to 
those locations, but must discard one Skill Card when 
moving between Cylon locations and New Caprica.

• When using the Cylon Fleet option from Exodus, treat 
the “Basestar Bridge” as an additional Cylon location. 
Do not discard a Skill Card when moving between the 
“Basestar Bridge” and other Cylon locations.

• If using the Search for Home option from Daybreak, 
discard one Skill Card when moving between Cylon 
locations and a location on the Rebel Basestar. You 
can only move to the Rebel basestar if the basestar 
allegiance token has its Cylon side faceup.

3. Action Step: Activate your location.

• If using Pegasus, you can play a Treachery card that 
costs an action instead of activating your location.

• If using a Cylon Leader from Pegasus or Daybreak, 
you can use a character ability that costs an action 
instead of activating your location.

4. Prepare for Jump Step (if necessary): If one or more Crisis 
Cards with the “prepare for jump” icon were resolved during 
this turn, advance the fleet marker one space on the track 
for each card with the icon. If the marker reaches the end of 
the track, resolve the steps for jumping the fleet.

Special Rules for Cylons
A Cylon player cannot gain a title.

• If using Pegasus or Daybreak, a Cylon Leader cannot gain 
a title or be chosen to gain a title, even while Infiltrating.

A Cylon player cannot be sent to the “Brig” or “Sickbay.”

• If using Pegasus, a Cylon player cannot be chosen when 
activating the “Airlock.”

• If using the New Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus, a 
Cylon player cannot be sent to “Detention.”

A Cylon player cannot draw or play Quorum Cards.

• If using Daybreak, a Cylon player cannot draw or play Mutiny 
Cards. A Cylon Leader can draw and play Mutiny Cards while 
Infiltrating, but discards them when he ends his Infiltration.

When a Skill Card instructs a player to choose a player, he 
cannot choose a Cylon player. When a Skill Card refers to “all 
players,” it refers to Cylon players as well. 

When a player must chose someone to carry out a game 
effect that Cylons cannot do, such as go to the “Brig” or gain a 
Title Card, he cannot choose a Cylon player.

Cylon players do not discard Skill Cards when a Crisis Card 
instructs them to do so. When a Crisis Card allows players 
to draw Skill Cards, a Cylon Player may draw them, even if he 
does not discard the Skill Cards required by the same result.

• If using Pegasus or Exodus, a Cylon player cannot be 
executed by the results of a Crisis Card, unless the card 
specifically states that it can affect a Cylon player.

• If using the Ionian Nebula option from Exodus, when a 
Cylon player acquires a trauma token with a disaster 
symbol, he reveals it and acquires two more trauma 
tokens. If either of these is the other trauma token with 
a disaster symbol on it, he reveals it and acquires two 
more trauma tokens. Then he shuffles the tokens with a 
disaster symbol into the pool of trauma tokens. When he 
acquires a trauma token that does not have a disaster 
symbol, he places it in front of himself. 

A Cylon player cannot use Skill Cards for their printed ability.

• If using Pegasus, a Cylon player can use the printed abilities 
on Treachery Cards.

A Cylon player cannot use the positive abilities listed and 
ignores the negative ability on his character sheet and disre-
gards his skill set.

• If using Pegasus or Daybreak, a Cylon Leader can use 
his positive abilities, does not ignore his negative ability, 
and does use his skill set, even when he is not Infiltrating, 
unless specifically restricted by the ability.
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Executions
To resolve the execution of your character using Pegasus, 
Exodus, or both, carry out the following steps.

1. Discard Cards: Discard all of your Skill Cards and any 
Quorum Cards that were played on you.

• If using Daybreak, discard your Mutiny Cards and 
miracle tokens. 

2. Prove Loyalty: If you are a Cylon player, proceed to step 
5, “Cylon.” If you are an Infiltrating Cylon Leader, end your 
Infiltration and proceed to step 5, “Cylon.”

3. If you are a human player with one or more “You Are a Cylon” 
Loyalty Cards, reveal one “You Are a Cylon” card and pro-
ceed to step 5, “Cylon.” Do not carry out the action on the 
card. If all of your Loyalty Cards are “You Are Not a Cylon” 
cards, reveal all of them and proceed to step 4, “Human.”

4. Human: Carry out the following steps, in order:

A. Lose 1 morale.

B. Return your character sheet and token to the box.

• If playing with the Ionian Nebula option from 
Exodus, discard all of your trauma tokens.

C. Choose a new character and place his character token 
in his starting location. If the location is unavailable, 
place the character in “Sickbay.” Cylon Leaders and 
characters that have been executed cannot be chosen. 
If no character can be chosen, the Cylons win the game.

• If you are using Exodus, shuffle one card from 
the “You Are Not a Cylon” deck into the Loyalty 
deck and draw one new Loyalty Card.

• If using Daybreak, you cannot choose the re-
maining version of a character that has already 
been chosen. Do not draw a miracle token.

D. If the executed character was Sharon “Boomer” 
Valerii and the game has not yet reached the Sleeper 
phase, draw a Loyalty Card.

E. Give each title you have to the player who can hold 
the title and is highest in its order of succession 
(which may be your new character).

• If using Daybreak and you have the “You Are a 
Mutineer” Loyalty Card, draw a Mutiny Card and 
give each title that your new character holds to 
the player, aside from yourself, who can hold the 
title and is highest in the order of succession.

F. Do not take any further actions this turn. If you are 
the current player, your turn ends.

• If you were executed while resolving the “State of 
Emergency” Skill Card from Exodus, each player 
still receives an action. Resolving this card, it is 
possible to perform an action as your new charac-
ter during the same turn that you were executed.

5. Cylon: Carry out the steps for revealing as a Cylon, skip-
ping the “Receive Super Crisis” step.

Selecting Specific Characters after an Execution

Several characters have unique rules for a player to follow when 
choosing that character after an execution, as described below.

• Karl “Helo” Agathon (Original Version): Do not place your 
character token on the board. During your next turn, you 
cannot move, be moved, or take actions. At the start of 
your following turn, place your character token on the 
“Hangar Deck” location.

• Gaius Baltar (Original Version): When you choose this 
character before the Sleeper phase, shuffle one “You Are 
Not a Cylon” Loyalty Card into the Loyalty deck and draw 
an additional Loyalty Card.

• Sharon “Boomer” Valerii: When you choose this charac-
ter before the Sleeper phase, shuffle one “You Are Not a 
Cylon” Loyalty Card into the Loyalty deck.

After the Sleeper phase, her starting location is the “Brig” 
instead of the “Armory.” Then, if using Exodus, you must 
also shuffle one “You Are Not a Cylon” Loyalty Card into 
the Loyalty deck and draw an additional Loyalty Card.

• Lee “Apollo” Adama (Original Version): Launch and pilot 
a viper. If there are no vipers in the “Reserves,” place your 
character token on the “Hangar Deck” instead.

• Samuel T. Anders: Skip the Receive Skills step of your 
next turn.

• Tom Zarek (Alternate Version): Draw a Mutiny Card.

Reveal as a Cylon
When you reveal a “You Are a Cylon” Loyalty Card, carry out 
the following steps, in order:

1. Discard: Discard down to three Skill Cards. Then discard 
any Quorum Cards that were played on you.

• If using Daybreak, discard your Mutiny Cards and 
miracle tokens. 

2. Lose Titles: Give each title you have to the player who can 
hold the title and is highest in its order of succession.

• If using Pegasus or Daybreak and six or less distance 
has been traveled, give your facedown Loyalty Cards 
to one human player of your choice.

• If using Daybreak and you have the “You Are a Muti-
neer” Loyalty Card, give it faceup to a human player 
of your choice.

3. Resurrect: Move your character to the “Resurrection Ship.”

4. Receive Super Crisis: Draw one random Super Crisis Card.

5. End Turn: Do not take any further actions this turn. If you are 
the current player, your turn ends.

• If you revealed as a Cylon while resolving a “State of 
Emergency” Skill Card from Exodus, each player still 
receives an action. When resolving the card, it is 
possible to perform an action as a Cylon during the 
same turn that you revealed as a Cylon.


